Notes from the family:
Officer Vic Cherry offered no evidence
connecting Chris to the murder of his mother.

Notes from the family:
Sgt. Mark Mitchell offered no evidence connecting Chris to the
murder of his mother.

Notes from the family:
Inv. T.J. Barker offered no evidence connecting Chris to the murder of his mother.

Notes from the family:
No definitive time of death was ever determined.

Notes from the family:
Inv. Tim Keen is the officer that met Beth as she arrived, asking about the relationship between Chris and his
mother. He also testified to discovering the sale of his mothers jewelry. Video of questioning would show that
Chris told the investigators about the sale of the jewelry. He also fails to mention that Chris' hands had already
been swabbed when he washed his mothers blood off of them.
Inv. Tim Keen definitely offered no evidence conncecting Chris with the murder of his mother.

Notes from the family:
This is perhaps the most disturbing testimony for the family. "Ms. Marquez did not perform tests on the swabs
taken from the backs of the hands due to cost concerns." Oh my, were it her mother would the cost have been
a concern? "Ms. Marquez did not perform tests on the victim's fingernail clippings, despite the request from TBI,
on the supposed grounds that the test were not likely to reveal the presence of DNA, due to the victim's blood
being also on the fingernails..." Oh my, again! 'NOT LIKELY'??? This was a brutal murder of a 71 year old woman,
why would a Forensic Scientist choose not test evidence taken?

Notes from the family:
Neither did this witness offer any
evidence conncecting Chris.

Notes from the family:
Mr. Dicus was the lead investigator for the TBI, therefore, this could also be the most disturbing testimony for the
family. "SA Dicus testified concerning the examination of the victim's (our mother's) bedroom, and of seeing blood on
the walls and ceiling.(there was a massive amount of blood) SA Dicus admitted that it was possible that examination
of what he described as 'cast off' from the perpetrator's weapon could have revealed valuable informaiton about the
killer, such as his or her height. SA Dicus admitted that he knew precisely who to call within the TBI to do such an
analysis, but declined to call her, testifying that he didn't think the tests would reveal evidence."
SA Dicus "confronted Chris with the truth", he screamed at Chris, "WE KNOW YOU KILLED YOUR MOTHER!"
There is video to corroborate this. And then, after speaking to ten to fifteen people, neither daughter of the
victim, he had no solid leads, and offered no proof.

Notes from the family:
A reduced and/or dropped charge was exchanged by the DA's office, headed by
Matt Stowe for the testimony of Willie Casey and for Tonya Knight, co-defendant in
this case.

Notes from the family:
Mr. Livingston's testimony only corraborates Chris' testimony, and Mrs. Linda Hayes, while a friend of
our Mother's was just simply mistaken, it was not her good jewelry, but it was in fact, 'similar'.

Notes from the family:
No, this may in fact be the most disturbing testimony of all. For MONTHS this family supported both
Chris and Tonya in what we believed to be a gross injustice. We started to hear small rumors of Tonya
getting caught passing notes with both Willie Casey and a young man, Wesley (something) after Chris had
gotten sick and was in Nashville. We also started to question some of their friends, one being Tonya's
best friend, Renee Jackson and was wondering more and more if she knew more than what we were
being told. Several times on the phone we pleaded with her to tell us anything that she might know, but
constant reassurance that she knew nothing. Upon her release from jail, after her recollection of 'seeing
Chris in his mother's room', she would have no contact with any of us, nor would her family.
Also, after just a few short days, we were shown a Facebook post that announced her engagement to
Wesley. This was much to our surprise as she was in fact, still married to our brother. There are very
many unanswered questions regarding her testimony and her possible involvement with the crime.
She was in fact the ONLY witness to even remotely link Chris to the murder of his mother, if she's to be
believed.
Chris has in fact granted her a divorce, and during the trial she was accompanied by her now fiance,
another young man named, Chris.

Notes from the family:
Mr. Faulkner was the most disappointing testimony that the family had to endure. When, Mr. Dicus
'retired' giving us a new TBI investiagtor, the family was overjoyed. We were encouraged and extremely
hopeful that Mr. Faulkner would perhaps follow up on some of the information that we had been able
to gather, there are phone records, depostitions by more than one person that was never considered
either by the DA's office nor by TBI.
It didn't take long for us to realize, Mr. Faulkner would not be interested in anything that we had to
offer, he told us, more than once, "We have our man."
Sworn and recorded testimony of Tonya Knight's best friend would only be passed on to the
prosecutors, because 'this information was gained only after Tonya Knight had been released on bail -after the deal was made." So, if a deal has already been made, TBI is not required to investigate? He
passed the information on to the prosecutors but took no other action. What were the prosecutors
going to do with this information?
The family has thought of a civil suit against TBI for their beyond subpar performance in this case, that
was before an uninformed, ignorant jury failed to understand the definition of 'guilty'.

Notes from the family:
This testimony came from a Supervisor and TBI Forensic Scientist, who also either directed a subordinate or
decided on her own to only test a portion of evidence submitted. Neither Ms. Nelson or any subordinate has
ever established a reason why these tests were not performed, that is other than, 'it was not likely to give
results'.

Notes from the family:
Dr. Curry seems to the family to be one of the few people that performed their duties without bias during
this investigation. She collected the victim's fingernails for examination, particularly the skin -- which could
contain the DNA of the attacker. She knew the importance of the fingernail clippings due to the mutlitple
'defensive' type injuries. She even transmitted the clippings personally for further testing, but they were not.

Notes from the family:
Chris' testimony included having poured the gasoline into the glass jugs, having moved them inside the
house and then moving them again to take back outside. The presence of his fingerprints here was no
shocker, and garned absolutely no evidence linking him to the murder of his mother.

Notes from the family:

Finally --- OUR TURN!

Notes from the family:
In hindsight, which is in fact 20/20, there was much more that could and probably should have been said.
The unique relationship between Chris and his mom probably should have been explained more to the
jury. Whether due to him being a late-life child or that he was raised much more as an only child, he and
both his parents had a strong, strong bond. Several incidents of Tonya being upset with mother, should
have been noted, possibly.
Also in hindsight, I personally am not sure any of this would have mattered, perhaps not even the epic fail,
in our opinion of choosing not to test the fingernail clippings. The only real piece of evidence was the DNA
around the neckline of the t-shirt found in the back yard. TBI Forensic Scientists testified that there was in
fact 3 individual DNA strands visible there, one being our mothers. They 100% excluded Chris from the
shirt, 'worn by the killer' but could not either exclude or identify the DNA of the co-defendant, and tested
for no one else. And yet he's found guilty.
Hardin County seems to be an odd area, it seems that there are multiple cases of what should be guilty,
being innocent, and vice versa. Some understanding of that came, when a few months after having been
secured to secure sworn testimony from Renee Jackson among others, our own investigator goes into
business with the 'now-retired' Terri Dicus. Was it a coincidence that nothing was done with that
testimony/evidence? We can only wonder.

Notes from the family:
While difficult to endure, this trial was somewhat of a beginning of the end for Peggy Alexander's children, all of
them. There was in fact no physical evidence that would link Chris to the murder of our mother.
Chris has endured:
1. Finding his mother covered in blood, just feet from where his father had died in his arms
2. Immediate suspicions from law enforcement (He tells that the minute Dicus saw his tattoos, his demeanor toward him changed.)
3. Being arrested for First Degree Murder of your mother
4. Having your wife arrested as well
5. Several personal attacks from personnel in the Hardin County jail, everyone loved our mother
6. Sinus infection/abcess tooth to the degree that he lost conciousness in the county jail
7. Fever so high that he lay near naked on the concrete floor for coolness
(He had been told by medical personnel 'I saw your mother at the hospital, and I won't do anything for you.")
(Inmates finally raised enough fuss to get Chris some attention, Hardin County ER rushed him to Jackson)
8. He has emergency surgery performed in order to relieve pressure on his brain
9. Surgery or pressure causes seizures, the first only hours after surgery
10. The massive amount and various strains of bacteria cause a condition know as aphasia.
11. Aphasia causes muscle loss in his right side, an inability to talk and an inability to formulate thoughts
12. Weeks of waiting for a bed in a medical facility, finally getting to Deberry Special Needs Facility
13. Months of intervenious antibiotics, multiple trips to neurologist to regulate seizure medication, seizures
14. Personal attacks from personnell at Deberry - accusations of faking
15. An unfaithful wife, passing notes to male prisoners at the county jail, before being released for testimony
16. Served with divorce papers while still having seizures, still being evaluated for proper medication
17. A non-responsive attorney, months would pass with no communication - discovered his license to practice
law in the state of Tennessee had been suspended and he had moved to Colorado
18. After 16-18 months at Deberry he is finally well enough to return to the County jail, attorney has begun CLE
classes to re-instate law license, and trial date is finally set
19. Attorney and family arrive, trial is underway, no evidence is provided that links him to the crime, Tonya's
story was neither damaging to him, nor believable.
20. Yet, jury decides 'guilty' - not the First Degree Murder that he was charged with, but Second Degree, which
by legal definition is impossible -- but that's beside the point
21. An immediate 'Motion for Judgment Notwithstanding the Evidence' by his attorney (there was no evidence)
22. Planned to be leaving for Atlanta or Texas, instead going back to jail to await either a sentence or a favorable
ruling on the motion
23. Judge denies the motion and sentences him to 22 years in prison for murdering his mother
24. Attorney see the denial of the motion in some way as 'a gift', which confuses the entire family. Apparently,
there's verbiage that should not have been used, that was used in the denial of the motion that would
guarantee us a new trial upon appeal. No one in the family is familiar in any way with law, but has faith in
the attorney, since reinstatement and we gather additional funds for expenses for him to come back to
Tennessee for the hearing of the motion.
25. The date for the motion is set, Chris is not taken into the courtroom, after a 'baby fit' he's told that he's not
on the docket, but his now ex-wife is. He finds out later that she's had all of her charges dropped as 'she
was so helpful to the prosecution in the trial' and 'there was no evidence linking her to the crime'
26. He is moved to a Max area of Bledsoe County Correctional Complex as the murderer of his 71-year old
mother. This charge in itself brings about challenges above normal prison charges
27. Attorney is again unresponsive, motion may or may not be filed, and again, we wait

